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3) Graphics Hardware: Many impressive advances have

been made recently in programmable graphics hardware.

Graphics processor units (GPUs) now allow programming of

more and more complex operations through dedicated lan-

guages, such as Cg. For example, various shaders can directly

be implemented on the hardware, which greatly improves

performance. Currently, the major drawback of advanced GPU

programming is that new features are neither easy to imple-

ment nor portable across different graphics cards.

Heidrich and Seidel [81] efficiently render anisotropic sur-

faces by using OpenGL texture mapping. Anisotropic reflec-

tions of individual hair fibers have also been implemented with

this method for straightforward efficiency.

As for hair self-shadowing, some approaches have recently

focused on the acceleration of the opacity shadow maps

algorithm (presented in Section IV-C.2), by using the recent

capabilities of GPUs. Koster et al. [78] exploited graphics

hardware by storing all the opacity maps in a 3D texture, to

have the hair self-shadow computation done purely in graphics

hardware. Using textured strips to simplify hair geometry (as

seen in Section IV-D.1), they achieve real-time performance.

Mertens et al. [82] explored efficient hair density clustering

schemes suited for graphics hardware, achieving interactive

rates for high quality shadow generation in dynamically chang-

ing hair geometry. Finally, a real-time demonstration showing

long hair moving in the sea was presented by NVidia in

2004 [83] to illustrate the new capabilities of their latest

graphics cards (see Figure 27).

Fig. 27. Real-time rendering of long, moving hair using recent graphics
hardware [83]. Image Courtesy of NVIDIA Corporation, 2004

V. NEW CHALLENGES

As the need for hair modeling continues to grow in a

wide spectrum of applications, the main focus for future

research may be put either on physically-based realism (for

cosmetic prototyping), visual realism with a high user control

(for features films), or computations acceleration (for virtual

environments and videogames). Some of these goals have been

partially achieved, but many important issues still remain,

especially in the field of hair animation.

A. Hairstyling

One of the most difficult challenges to virtual hairstyling

remains to be creating intricate styles with a high level of user

control in a short amount of time. There is typically a tradeoff

between the amount of user control and the amount of manual

input time. An interesting future direction in hairstyling could

be to combine different shaping techniques in a manner that

keeps a high degree of user control while still accelerating

the time for user input. Moreover, haptic techniques for 3D

user input have shown to be quite effective for mimicking

real-world human interactions and have only recently been

explored for hairstyling [7]. Attaining input through haptic

gloves rather than through traditional mouse and keyboard

operations is a possibility that could allow a user to inter-

act with hair in a manner similar to real-world human-hair

interactions. Creating a braid, for example, could potentially

be performed in just minutes with haptic feedback, similar to

real-world hairstyling.

In addition to user input, interactive virtual hairstyling

techniques can also benefit from accelerations in rendering and

simulation. While most styling techniques are targeted towards

static hair, faster hair animation and rendering techniques

would enable more realistic human-hair interaction. Styling

of dynamic hair would be beneficial for cosmetic training and

other interactive hairstyling functions. These high-performance

applications demand the ability to interact accurately with hair

via common activities, such as combing or brushing hair, in

real time. But as explained in next Section, hair dynamic

behavior as well as hair interactions are currently far from

being satisfactorily simulated, especially in terms of accuracy.

B. Animation

Unlike some other mechanical systems, such as fluids,

hair has not been deeply studied by physicists, and thus

no macroscopic model describing the accurate dynamics of

hair (individual and collective behavior) is currently available.

Some recent work accounting for relevant structural and me-

chanical properties of hair starts to explore and to develop new

mechanical models for simulating more closely the complex,

nonlinear behavior of hair [43].

While hair animation methods still lack physically-based

grounds, many advances have been made in terms of per-

formance through the use of hair strips (Section III-C.2.a),

FFD (Section III-C.1.d), and multi-resolution techniques (Sec-

tion III-D), but each of these methods have various limitations

to overcome. Hair strips can be used for real-time animation

of hair, though hairstyles and hair motions are limited to

simple examples due to the flat surface representation of the

hair. Multi-resolution techniques have been able to model

some important features of hair behaviors, including dynamic

grouping and separation of hair strands, and have successfully

accelerated hair simulation while preserving visual fidelity

to a certain extent. However, highly complex hairstyles with

motion constraints are still not simulated in real-time with

these multi-resolution methods. FFD methods have been used

to attain real-time animation of various hairstyles; nevertheless

such approaches are limited mainly to small deformations of
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Question
• What kind of collisions are there in 

cloth?

• How can we detect such collisions?

• How do we prevent cloth from self-
intersecting?
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Collision Detection

• We already covered this for deformable bodies

• Many of the same methods work, especially 
acceleration methods

• Generally need to do triangle-triangle collision 
checks:

Collision detection

Point-face collisionEdge-edge collision Christopher Twigg
March 4, 2003
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• We already covered this for deformable bodies

• Many of the same methods work, especially 
acceleration methods

• Generally need to do triangle-triangle collision 
checks:

Collision detection

Point-face collisionEdge-edge collision



If triangles are moving too fast, they may pass through 
each other in a single timestep.

We can prevent this by checking for any collisions 
during the timestep (Provot [1997])

Note first that both point-face and edge-edge 
collisions occur when the appropriate 4 points are 
coplanar

Robust collision detection



Detecting time of coplanarity - assume linear velocity 
throughout timestep:

So the problem reduces to finding roots of the cubic 
equation

Once we have these roots, we can plug back in and 
test for triangle adjacency.

Robust collision detection (2)
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Collision Response

Christopher Twigg
March 4, 2003
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• 4 basic options:

• Constraint-based

• Penalty forces

• Impulse-based

• Rigid body dynamics (will explain)

Collision response



• Assume totally inelastic collision

• Constrain particle to lie on triangle surface

• Benefits:

• Fast, may not add stiffness (e.g., Baraff/Witkin)

• No extra damping needed

• Drawbacks

• Only supports point-face collisions

• Constraint attachment, release add 
discontinuities (constants hard to get right)

• Doesn’t handle self-collisions (generally)

• Conclusion: a good place to start, but not robust 
enough for heavy-duty work

Constraint-based response



• Must keep track of constraint forces in the 
simulator -- that is, the force the simulator is 
applying to maintain the constraint

• If constraint force opposes surface normal, need to 
release particle

Constraint-based response (4)



• Apply a spring force that keeps particles away from 
each other

• Benefits:

• Easy to fit into an existing simulator

• Works with all kinds of collisions (use 
barycentric coordinates to distribute responses 
among vertices)

• Drawbacks:

• Hard to tune: if force is too weak, it will 
sometimes fail; if force is too strong, it will cause 
the particles to “float” and “wiggle”

Penalty forces



• In general, penalty forces are not inelastic (springs 
store energy)

• Can be made less elastic by limiting force when 
particles are moving away

• Some kind of additional damping may be needed to 
control deformation rate along surface

Penalty forces (2)



• “Instantaneous” change in momentum

• Generally applied outside the simulator timestep

• Benefits

• Correctly stops all collisions (no sloppy spring 
forces)

• Drawbacks

• Can have poor numerical performance

• Handles persistent contact poorly

Impulses
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Iteration is generally necessary to remove all 
collisions.

Impulses (2)

Initial state Apply impulse responses Intermediate state

Apply impulse responses Final state

Convergence may be slow in some cases.



• Basic idea: if a group of particles start timestep 
collision-free, and move as a rigid body throughout 
the timestep, then they will end timestep collision-
free.

• We can group particles involved in a collision 
together and move them as a rigid body (Provot 
[1997] -- error?, Bridson [2002])

Rigid collision impact zones
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• Note that this is totally failsafe

• We will need to iterate, and merge impact zones 
as we do (e.g. until the impact zone includes all 
colliding particles)

• This is best used as a last resort, because rigid 
body cloth can be unappealing.

Rigid collision impact zones (2)

center
of mass



• So we have:

• penalty forces - not robust, not intrusive (i.e., 
integrates with solver)

• impulses - robust (esp. with iteration), intrusive - 
but may not converge

• rigid impact zones - completely robust, 
guaranteed convergence, but very intrusive

Solution?  Use all three!  (Bridson et al [2002])

Combining methods

center
of mass



Basic methodology (Bridson et al [2002]):

1. Apply penalty forces (implicitly)

2. While there are collisions left

1. Check robustly for collisions

2. Apply impulses

3. After several iterations of this, start grouping 
particles into rigid impact zones

4.

Objective: guaranteed convergence with minimal 
interference with cloth internal dynamics

Combining methods (2)
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Hair Collisions

Figure 2.2: Elements defining a deformable volumetric wisp [PCP01a].
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Current Challenges
• Cloth:

• Different kinds of cloth.

• Realtime.

• Are we doing too much work?

• Hair:

• Beards and Mustaches.



Question
• What are the relevant properties of 

crowds?

• Can crowds be modeled as particles?

• How?

• What phenomena does your 
algorithm capture, what doesn’t it?


